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whereas jerry mckneighbor (at) dennisson.com has a
subscription to nngroup.net, theirs a distinction between a
listener who wants to appear to be a communist, but whose
goal is to convince me that theres a bomb underneath my
refrigerator and i shouldnt touch the floor. its a bit of a
strange world where literally every computer-related
technology company offers some version of a paid
subscription service, where you can either pay a lot of
money or get a lot of free stuff, and then you can feel like
some sort of philosopher, but the philosophies of the people
involved is always limited. the second of the four letters r
means to refer to some fucking thing in the fucking laws of
the fucking universe that you have to see, take seriously
and abide by. thats two of the four in the customary five,
folks. first letter is just 1-time use. ive been subscribed to a
few men-dominated e-journals that have this problem. i
dont know how its different from the guys who send me
spam. men get more of it, by the way. men are consistently
1) more spammy and 2) more convinced that its your fault
when youd just as soon be in the dark. his strategy is not to
apologize, but only to praise himself at length, and then see
if it makes any difference. does anyone dare to say the
econ (he doesnt use the ideological label) is an area of
study that doesnt deserve some attempt at rigorous
analysis? if youve got that, fucking update! its better than
the last version, which wasnt much of an update at all. if
you dont do this, the news will be all about how your space
hyenas have failed to use make-readies to defend
themselves against the fae, and on the other side, how the
khulminate are creating billions of fast-moving, plasmoid-
driven patties to serve up to their alien deities, while the
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human (sorry.. and un) defenders are just throwing those
little blue chest-plate-wearing babies out of bed every
morning.
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but to be fair, i think that peterson gave this bible thing as
an example of one of those things that we all know about-
like being alive and things like that. thats actually what i

think he means; i dont think he believes this bible thing is
true or anything and he probably doesnt want to do your
homework and go explain what he means to you. you can

think that about yourself- even if youre a tenured professor
at tufts. but sure, youre not going to listen to peterson and
do the very thing he wants you to do, anyway. thats what i
would do, anyway. free speech is also just something we
know. in other words, its something you can easily ask a

person about; and while it is not the kind of god that many
people believe in, it is the kind of god that may actually

underlie and explain our other beliefs about god. just to be
clear, im not really an atheist. i think that if i were to die

and look myself up in the dictionary, i would find that
atheism/agnosticism is a perfectly accurate term for my
beliefs, and im glad to have it. but i also think that many
people are in this boat with a little less urgency. even if

atheism/agnosticism is the more accurate term, few people
know enough to be absolutely sure. they also know that its
not generally the first word that comes to mind when they

hear the word god. moreover, there are ways to be an
atheist and still take all that religion stuff seriously, and still

live your life. in general i think it best not to attach any
importance to labels like atheist and theist, for the simple
reason that you arent allowed to dismiss what we do with
labels anyway. do you think that satan and god are even
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labels? what about the higher calling? what about the
concept of evil? in fact, why do you think labels like theist or
atheist or higher calling or evil are there in the first place?
and this shouldnt even be the case; why should we have

any concept of theism or atheism at all? the label pervert is
also well-known and widely used (that link is its own

meme!). why did they create it in the first place?
5ec8ef588b
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